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The news is messy. This is a problem that we can only do so much to fix: and any patch will necessarily be temporary. 
This messiness is simply the nature of news. News is inserted into heterogeneous relationships: into diplomatic statecraft, coffeehouse conversations, the unlikely collocations and juxtapositions of printed gazettes, exchanges between neighbours. All unlike, and yet all share news, sometimes even the same piece of news, so news has to accommodate itself to these very different contexts. News can be any number of things, according to these relationships. And the media that are used to communicate news, whether sung, spoken, signed, written or printed, must be able to accommodate a variety of elements that count as news, including prefatory greetings and labels, unadorned intelligence, opinion or editorialising, and advertising.
And news changes over time and space. The way it connects people in part depends on where it is: the ambassador reporting to the Council of Ten, the whispered information leaked in the piazetta or ‘Broglio’ outside the building, the gossip of the barbershop just along Merceria. These adjacent places are part of the same highly-connected local news-sharing network, yet each has their own conventions and relationships. News can cease to be news as it ages over time, or as it passes into different hands, mouths or ears. And news has a complicated temporality. It refers to a past that is in some way understood as recent, shared throughout a certain community, but it is also frequently deferred to future confirmation, to future developments that will reveal the true significance of the news in hand. Perhaps the moment of news is a turning point between fresh events and their yet-to-be-heard consequences. 
And look at any avviso from the sixteenth or seventeenth century, or a multi-event gazette or newspaper from the seventeenth. It describes, not necessarily in chronological order, a number of events in distinct paragraphs, with some paragraphs representing more than one event, each with a number of dates: the date of the event, perhaps the date the news was initially sent or received by an intermediary, the date of the letter in which the paragraph appears. And these paragraphs, each with two or three dates, will be combined into a news publication with a date range, the latest of which is likely to be the date of publication (which may mean, in the case of a printed item, that the text went to press the day before that stated on the title). Some events described will precede that date range. And these dates may well belong to different calendars. By any standards this expresses a complex temporality: one that bibliographers and especially library cataloguers have been reluctant to engage with.​[1]​
The anthropologist Mary Douglas defined dirt as ‘matter out of place’; but with news there was no agreed, well-defined place.​[2]​ The news is a mess, and so doing anything with it – in 1602 or in 2016 – requires a system. George Thomason’s mid-seventeenth-century collection of tracts was systematically collected, and then organised in a way to reflect that systematisation. He put on the title pages of many of his 22,000 items (bound into 2,000 volumes) either the date he bought them or the date of the event they described; and he recorded in a ledger the date on which they were purchased. The latter dates were subsequently recorded in his manuscript catalogue of the collection. He divided the tracts according to publication format (small quarto, large quarto, octavo, folio, single sheet), which was a decision determined by the practicality of binding, but within the quarto volumes he initially separated the newsbooks and parliamentary speeches from other, similarly sized pamphlets, later he would have them bound together, but in blocks. It seems likely that there was a period when he hesitantly piled up his newsbooks wondering how they should be fitted into the rest of his collection. In the manuscript catalogue he generally included the date range of his many newsbooks, though it took some years before he included issue numbers.​[3]​ Thomason, then, brought to his collection a system, and one that he developed over time, because there was no guide to the cataloguing of news.

This is one of the questions brought to the foreground by this collection of essays, and by the digital humanities research project that lies behind it. How can we systematise the news so as to understand it? It is a question that confronts modern scholars as well as early-modern news consumers. In their introduction Mike Braddick and Marcus Nevitt suggest that the ‘unifying or systematising logic’ of Thomason’s collection is complemented by the messiness of a process influenced by the Participatory Design approach pioneered in Scandinavia – in which design is led by the expertise of users rather than designers (or managers). Among the outputs of the Sheffield ‘Participating in Search Design’ project are a relatively transparent and intuitive search interface, and an accompanying full-text database of an selection of texts transcribed from the Thomason Tracts (combining synchronic and diachronic elements: the tracts from the year 1649, a decade’s worth of the newsbook Mercurius Politicus).​[4]​ The PD interface facilitates question-driven interrogation through searching, an approach that is corpus based. The textual database, when it is opened to wider access (and, it is to be hoped, extended and widened with other copora), will enable corpus-driven analysis.​[5]​ It is in the combination of these two approaches that the future of early-modern news history lies.
In the early modern world other attempts at systematising the news included offices of address, bureaux d’adresse. Based on a proposal by Michel de Montaigne, and pioneered (from 1630) by Cardinal Richelieu’s man Théophraste Renaudot, these official institutions gathered useful news and information and made it available, in person or through written and printed communication.​[6]​ But perhaps less self-consciously or at least more pragmatically, a principle of organisation underpinned state intelligence services: most notably that of Philip II of Spain, who micromanaged the news of his kingdoms and drowned in paperwork; and the republican government of Renaissance Venice, whose Archives of State today reveal a rigorous approach to collecting and organising the papers of government, and whose meticulous management of its diplomatic services is in part responsible for the evolution of the avvisi system.​[7]​ But also John Thurloe, Oliver Cromwell’s secretary of state, who developed an international intelligence network, and passed on filtered news to Marchamont Nedham, editor of Politicus, represented in the Sheffield database. And on a smaller scale, Nicholas Faunt a clerk to Sir Francis Walsingham, whom Noah Millstone discusses above. Another approach shared across Europe was to manage the surfeit of news through control of the press, through royal proclamations, acts of parliament, grants of privileged and patents, but also through the creation of trade guilds: the Stationers’ Company was founded in London in 1557, and similar corporations were created elsewhere in Europe, including Antwerp and Venice, around this time. A monopolistic trade guild could be a means of imposing a degree of order over the business of print without seeking absolute control, relying on the principles of organisation internal to the trade to effect a sufficient degree of management.
	We see this pursuit of order, by modern scholars and early-modern news readers, throughout the essays in this volume. Noah Millstone’s essay shows how collection and preservation were fundamental to the purportedly ephemeral forms of printed news even in the seventeenth century, and how editors formulated apparatus to handle the formless stuff of news, with its complicated temporalities. They thereby blurred the boundaries between ephemeral news and durable history. Natasha Glaisyer’s essay, with its account of the distribution and finances of the London Gazette, reverse-engineers the organisation of that newspaper as a financial unit. She reveals a business model that permitted a striking number of unsold copies, exploited their disposal as waste paper, and a generous profit margin, though one dependent on (not triumphant over) other forms of news communication. She provides important new grounds for reassessing the significance of 1695 in the history of British news. The real economics of the early-modern news trade – as opposed to commonplaces about profitability, based on contemporary rhetorical observations – are comparatively little understood. And Marcus Nevitt’s essay on advertising in Mercurius Politicus shows that Nedham’s profitable advertising business was not simply founded upon monopoly, but upon the careful cultivation of a particular space for books as news within the pages of his newsbook. This unusual exploration of the interconnections between literariness and commerce is based on the Sheffield Thomason corpus, and demonstrates the advantages of digitised evidence, in terms of rigour and comprehensiveness, even when the primary mode of analysis is not computational but traditionally humanist.
	Angela McShane’s article, and her work on ballads more broadly, alerts us to an additional set of difficulties within modern system-making.​[8]​ The Anglophone world is blessed with some superb bibliographical reference works and online databases of news publications, which are for the most part more comprehensive than comparable resources elsewhere in Europe.​[9]​ There’s no doubt, however, that library catalogues have difficulty managing the particular needs of news publications. The experience of accessing particular issues of seventeenth-century printed newspapers in the Bodleian library, or on Early English Books Online through JISC Historical Texts (as opposed to the Chadwyck Healey interface) throws into relief how storage and retrieval methods tend to prefer unique books to periodical news. Ballads seems to have fared as badly if not worse (they are relegated to their own twilight zone in the quarto-heavy Thomason), from which derives what McShane identifies as the common misapprehension that the broadside ballad declined in later seventeenth-century England. She argues that the systems that are created through digitisation, the latest form of ‘remediation’, need to be aware of the limits of the older practices for preserving and presenting ballads, and not reiterate the (erroneous) narratives that are embedded in them. This is an area where a Participatory Design approach might counterbalance the inertia and consciousness of funding priorities that tend to shape large institutional projects.

So these are some of the means of systematisation, which are a necessary response to the messiness of news culture. The second question that this collection foregrounds is: how do we begin to unravel the stuff of news itself? This is a particular problem in relation to early-modern news culture because news is multiform and mobile, it does not respect boundaries. Is there anything that we can safely say is not news, depending on time and place? The messiness, and in particular that associated with excess, demands that a first step is to delimit the object of study in terms of time, geography, form, topic, language. From this narrower sphere it then becomes possible to explore the extraordinary richness of the topic. Lloyd Bowen’s article on the representation of Royalist Oxford in the London print culture of the mid-1640s shows how cheap print developed a language of images, themes, and tropes in order to critique the king’s cause in simple yet powerful terms. The newsbooks borrowed an everyday lexicon but imbued it with specific connotations, thus making political arguments in direct and accessible (and hard to refute) terms. This is a reminder of how the pan-European phenomenon of printed news serials has very specific characteristics in particular times and places; the local and the transnational are complementary. Yet it would be impossible to scale up the meticulous detail of Bowen’s analysis to a multi-century, multi-national and multi-lingual canvas – except perhaps through computational analysis and massive databases.
Jason Peacey’s article also shows the complexity that becomes accessible through a case study: in this case, of the London-printed French-language periodical Nouvelles Ordinaires de Londres (1650-60), the neglect of which can only be explained through the unusually poor survival of copies. International news flows are the very visible basis of this newsbook, and of necessity it spoke to a multiplicity of readers, including overseas royalists, foreign merchants, English merchants overseas, perhaps general readers overseas who appreciated its broad coverage. This convergence of readers is something that was fundamental to early-modern news culture, and Peacey’s study once again emphasises the complex ways in which the international and the local or regional were complementary. A similar conjunction is evident in Kirsty Rolfe’s essay on the scholar Joseph Mead’s news service based in 1620s Cambridge. Mead’s communications, which bring together paragraphs of European news in print and manuscript, wrestle both with the time delays created by the movement of news and the complexities of the multiple calendars observed across Europe. When he reported the siege and fall of Heidelberg in 1622 Mead expressed a complex sense of temporality that went beyond the valuable (and influential in modern historiography) concept of ‘contemporaneity’, as he had to bind news, tardiness, uncertainty, and anticipation together into a single report.​[10]​ This sense of temporality was based on his practical working with the raw materials of a news service, an experience he must have shared with many other news-workers across Europe. Mede, however, was also a biblical scholar, who would publish a few years later an interpretation of the Book of Revelation; and these two time-schemes – biblical, millenarian time, and the skipping rhythms of contemporary news – co-existed for him. Others, both readers and those working in the business of news, would have had to work out ways to fit the temporalities of news – the duration of events, the slow movement and delays in communication, the confusions generated by Europe’s calendars – into their everyday experience of time and events, the daily grind that was lived while these other things were happening. This accommodation of news time to personal time should be part of our understanding of the history of news.
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